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Abstract
An oriented graph −→G is said to have an efﬁcient dominating set S if S is a set of vertices of −→G and
for each vertex v of −→G , either v is in S and v is adjacent to no other vertex in S, or v is not in S but is
adjacent from precisely one vertex of S. Not every oriented graph has an efﬁcient dominating set and
some oriented graphs may havemore than one efﬁcient dominating set. Barkauskas and Host [Finding
efﬁcient dominating sets in oriented graphs, Congr. Numer. 98 (1993) 27–32] showed that the problem
of determining whether or not an oriented graph has an efﬁcient dominating set is NP-complete. For a
tree T, each orientation of T can give rise to at most one efﬁcient dominating set.Yue [The number of
efﬁcient dominating sets in oriented trees, to appear] determined the number of efﬁcient dominating
sets among all unlabeled oriented trees of order p for each p up to 150, and the asymptotic behavior
for the number of efﬁcient dominating sets in unlabeled oriented trees.
In this paper, combinatorial enumeration techniques are used to derive the exact formulas for the
number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees. These formulas are used
to ﬁnd the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p for
each p up to 45. Finally, the asymptotic formulas for the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among
all labeled rooted oriented trees are also determined.
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1. Introduction
Yue [16] determined the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all unlabeled oriented
trees (rooted or unrooted) of order p for each p up to 150. For labeled oriented trees, the
problem of ﬁnding the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented
trees of order p and the problem of ﬁnding the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among
all labeled unrooted oriented trees of order p are equivalent. This is because each labeled
unrooted oriented tree can be rooted in exactly p ways, consequently, if the number of
efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p is divided by p,
the result is precisely the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled unrooted
oriented trees of the same order p.
The tool used to do the counting is three interrelated exponential generating functions,
and the technique used to derive the exact formulas is based on the Multivariate Lagrange
Inversion Formula.
For completeness and clarity, we include the basic deﬁnitions and elementary results.
For details the readers are referred to [16]. For related results see [1–5,7,9,11,13], for
terminologies see [8,14,15].
Deﬁnition 1. A vertex v of an oriented graph −→G dominates itself and all vertices adjacent
from v. A set S of vertices of −→G is an efﬁcient dominating set for −→G if every vertex of −→G
is dominated by exactly one member of S.
For any graph G, we have the following proposition (see [16]):
Proposition 1. Any graph G can be oriented in such a way so that the oriented graph −→G
of G has an efﬁcient dominating set.
An oriented graph −→G may have none, one or more than one efﬁcient dominating set. For
example in Fig. 1, −→G1 has no efﬁcient dominating set; −→G2 has only one efﬁcient dominating
set S = {1, 3}; −→G3 has two efﬁcient dominating sets S1 = {1, 3} and S2 = {2, 4}.
Barkauskas and Host [6] showed the problem of determining whether or not an oriented
graph has an efﬁcient dominating set is NP-complete. For trees we have the following
proposition (see [16], also mentioned in [6]):
Proposition 2. For a tree T, each orientation of T can give rise to at most one efﬁcient
dominating set.
As an immediate consequence, we have this theorem:
Fig. 1. Three oriented graphs.
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Theorem 1. The number of efﬁcient dominating sets for a tree T is equal to the number of
orientations for which T can be efﬁciently dominated.
2. Generating functions
In order to enumerate efﬁcient dominating sets in labeled rooted oriented trees we intro-
duce four exponential generating functions. We let
A(x) =
∞∑
p=1
Apx
p/p! (1)
be the exponential generating function in which Ap is the number of efﬁcient dominating
sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order pwhich have the root in the dominating
set. (The root is dominated by itself.)
Let
C(x) =
∞∑
p=1
Cpx
p/p! (2)
be the exponential generating function in which Cp is the number of efﬁcient dominating
sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p which have the root dominated by
one of its children. (The root is dominated from inside.)
We let the third series be
B(x) =
∞∑
p=1
Bpx
p/p!. (3)
In this series B(x), we would like to count sets that are nearly efﬁcient dominating sets.
With the exception of the root, every vertex in such a tree will be efﬁciently dominated by
a unique vertex in the dominating set S. But the root is neither in S nor is it dominated by
any vertex in S. Such an oriented tree is not efﬁciently dominated, but it can be a branch
in a larger efﬁciently dominated oriented tree provided that the new root is in the efﬁcient
dominating set of the larger tree and the new root dominates the root of the branch. So Bp
is the number of nearly efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of
order p. Consequently, we refer to this case as the root being “dominated from outside”.
It is not necessary, but for convenience we introduce a fourth series. Let
E(x) =
∞∑
p=1
Epx
p/p!
be the exponential generating function in which Ep is the number of efﬁcient dominating
sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p.
Observe that the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented
trees of order p equalsAp +Cp since for any efﬁcient dominating set S, the root must either
be in S or be dominated by one of its children.
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Thus we have
E(x) = A(x) + C(x).
It may seem the seriesB(x) is not involved in counting the number of efﬁcient dominating
sets in labeled rooted oriented trees, but we shall soon see that is needed to calculate A(x)
and C(x).
3. Functional relations for the counting series
Our object is to ﬁnd an analytic formula for the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among
all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p. In the previous section we saw that this number
is equal to Ap +Cp. We ﬁrst ﬁnd the functional relations among A(x), B(x) and C(x) and
then use the Multivariate Lagrange’s Inversion Formula to ﬁnd the analytic formulas for
Ap,Bp and Cp.
Theorem 2. For the functions introduced in (1)–(3), the following equations hold:
A(x) = x exp[B(x) + C(x)], (4)
B(x) = x exp[A(x) + 2C(x)], (5)
C(x) = A(x)B(x). (6)
Proof. First observe by Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 that if −→T is a labeled rooted oriented
tree having an efﬁcient dominating set, then every branch of −→T must be one of type A, type
B or type C. On the other hand, any labeled rooted oriented tree −→T that is type A, type B
or type C must have the property that it is built by a root and some (possibly no) oriented
branches (of type A, type B or type C). Further, the edges joining the root of −→T with the
roots of the branches must be oriented “suitably”.
Now we examine the structure of labeled rooted oriented trees of type A, type B and
type C.
For labeled rooted oriented trees of type A, any branch of type A is invalid. On the other
hand it can have any number of branches of type B if the edge is oriented from the root of
the tree to the root of the branch, and it can have any number of branches of type C if the
edge is oriented from the root of the branch to the root of the tree. See Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The structure of labeled rooted oriented trees of type A.
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Fig. 3. The structure of labeled rooted oriented trees of type B.
Fig. 4. The structure of labeled rooted oriented trees of type C.
This allows us to deduce the following equation for A(x):
A(x) = x
[ ∞∑
n=0
Bn(x)
n!
][ ∞∑
n=0
Cn(x)
n!
]
. (7)
In this expression, the factor x accounts for the root. EachBn(x)/n! allows for n branches
of type B. And similarly, each Cn(x)/n! allows n branches of type C. Thus the structure
shown in Fig. 2 leads us to Eq. (7), which immediately gives (4).
For labeled rooted oriented trees of type B, any branch of type B is invalid. It can have
any number of branches of type A if the edge is oriented from the root of the tree to the
root of the branch, and it can have any number of branches of type C whose edge can be
oriented in either direction. See Fig. 3.
So we get
B(x) = x
[ ∞∑
n=0
An(x)
n!
][ ∞∑
n=0
(2C(x))n
n!
]
,
which yields (5).
For labeled rooted oriented trees of type C, it must have precisely one branch type A,
and the rest of it must be a labeled rooted oriented tree of type B. Also the edge must be
oriented from the root of the branch to the root of the tree of type B. See Fig. 4.
Thus we have (6). 
4. Analytic formulas for labeled rooted oriented trees
We ﬁrst ﬁnd analytic formulas for the coefﬁcients of Ap and Bp; then using (6) we can
ﬁnd the coefﬁcients of Cp. Finally, we are able to ﬁnd Ep, which, recall, is the number of
efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p. The technique
we use is based on the “Multivariate Lagrange Inversion Formula”.
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Letting u = A(x), v = B(x), from (4)–(6) we have
u = xev+uv
v = xeu+2uv
}
.
Some notation is needed prior to stating the next theorem.
LetR[(u, v)]=
{∑
i,j cij u
ivj | cij ∈ R, i0, j0
}
be the collection of all double power
series with real coefﬁcients; let R[(u, v)]1 ={f ∈ R[(u, v)] |f (0, 0) = 0} be the subset of
R[(u, v)] with the property that each member of R[(u, v)]1 has nonzero value at the point
(0, 0).
Another notation is also very standard. Let f (u, v)=∑i,j cij uivj be any double power
series, then [uivj ]f (u, v) extracts the coefﬁcient of uivj so that [uivj ]f (u, v) = cij , for
example, [uivj ]e2u−v = 2i (−1)j /(i!j !). The following theorem appears in Goulden and
Jackson [10]:
Theorem 3 (Multivariate Lagrange). Let 1(u, v),2(u, v) ∈ R[(u, v)]1, where
u = t11(u, v)
v = t22(u, v)
}
.
Then
u(t1, t2) =∑i,j t i1tj2 [uivj ]{ui1(u, v)j2(u, v)}
v(t1, t2) =∑i,j t i1tj2 [uivj ]{vi1(u, v)j2(u, v)}
}
,
where
$=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 − u
1(u, v)
1(u, v)
u
−v
1(u, v)
1(u, v)
v
−u
2(u, v)
2(u, v)
u
1 − v
2(u, v)
2(u, v)
v
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
For our problem we have
u = t11(u, v)
v = t22(u, v)
}
,
where
t1 = t2 = x
1(u, v) = ev+uv
2(u, v) = eu+2uv
}
.
So it satisﬁes the conditions in Theorem 3 and u(t1, t2)=u(x)=A(x) and v(t1, t2)=v(x)=
B(x).
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Note that
$=
∣∣∣∣ 1 − uv −v(1 + u)−u(1 + 2v) 1 − 2uv
∣∣∣∣
= 1 − 4uv − u2v − 2uv2,
which gives
A(x) =
∑
i,j
xixj [uivj ]{u(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)j (1 − 4uv − u2v − 2uv2)}.
Making the substitution p = i + j , we ﬁnd that
A(x) =
∞∑
p=0
xp
p∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{u(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (1 − 4uv − u2v − 2uv2)}.
That is,
A(x) =
∞∑
p=0
xp
p∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)}.
Similarly, we have
B(x) =
∞∑
p=0
xp
p∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (v − 4uv2 − u2v2 − 2uv3)}.
Thus we have following formulas for the coefﬁcients Ap and Bp:
Ap/p! =
p∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)} (8)
and
Bp/p! =
p∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (v − 4uv2 − u2v2 − 2uv3)}.
Because of the factor (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2) in (8), we see that
A0 =
p=0∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)} = 0.
Similarly, we have B0 = 0. Observe that
A1/1! =
p=1∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)} = 1
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and
B1/1! =
p=1∑
i=0
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (v − 4uv2 − u2v2 − 2uv3)} = 1,
so A1 = 1 and B1 = 1.
Observe that for p2, and i = 0 or i = p,
[u0vp−0]{(ev+uv)0(eu+2uv)p−0(u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)} = 0
and
[upvp−p]{(ev+uv)p(eu+2uv)p−p(u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)} = 0.
So for p2, we have
Ap/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (u − 4u2v − u3v − 2u2v2)}. (9)
Likewise, for p2 we have
Bp/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
[uivp−i]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i (v − 4uv2 − u2v2 − 2uv3)}. (10)
Putting all these observations together we have
A(x) = x +
∞∑
p=2
Apx
p/p!
and
B(x) = x +
∞∑
p=2
Bpx
p/p!,
where Ap/p! and Bp/p! are as given in (9) and (10).
Note that if F(u, v) =∑m,n Fmnumvn is any double power series, then we have
[umvn]{F(u, v)uivj } = [um−ivn−i]F(u, v). (11)
From this observation we see that, essentially, we need to ﬁnd a formula for
[umvn]{(ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i}. (12)
To ﬁnd a formula for (12), we will use a Taylor expansion in two variables. Suppose that
the function F(u, v) can be expanded as a double power series at the origin (0, 0):
F(u, v) =
∑
m,n
Fmnu
mvn.
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Then we know that the coefﬁcient Fmn can be determined as follows:
Fmn = [umvn]F(u, v) = 1
m!n! Fumvn(0, 0).
For our problem we have
F(u, v) = (ev+uv)i(eu+2uv)p−i = ef (u,v), (13)
where
f (u, v) = (v + uv)i + (u + 2uv)(p − i)
= (p − i)u + iv + uv(2p − i).
We ﬁrst ﬁnd Fumvn(0, 0). Taking the derivative with respect to v we have
Fvn = ef (u,v){i + u(2p − i)}n.
Then taking the mth derivative with respect to u and using binomial formula for derivatives
gives us
Fumvn =
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
{ef (u,v)}um−k {(i + u(2p − i))n}uk
=
min{m,n}∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
{ef (u,v)}{(p − i) + v(2p − i)}m−k
× n(n − 1) · · · (n − k + 1){(i + u(2p − i))n−k(2p − i)k}.
Evaluating Fumvn at the point (0, 0) gives
Fumvn(0, 0) =
min{m,n}∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
e0(p − i)m−k n!
(n − k)! i
n−k(2p − i)k
=
min{m,n}∑
k=0
m!n! (2p − i)
k(p − i)m−kin−k
k!(m − k)!(n − k)! .
Thus we obtain
[umvn]F(u, v) = 1
m!n! Fumvn(0, 0) =
min{m,n}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)m−kin−k
k!(m − k)!(n − k)! . (14)
Now from (9), (11) and (13) we have
Ap/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
[ui−1vp−i]F(u, v) − 4
p−1∑
i=1
[ui−2vp−i−1]F(u, v)
−
p−1∑
i=1
[ui−3vp−i−1]F(u, v) − 2
p−1∑
i=1
[ui−2vp−i−2]F(u, v).
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Discarding the terms with the value of zero we have
Ap/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
[ui−1vp−i]F(u, v) − 4
p−1∑
i=2
[ui−2vp−i−1]F(u, v)
−
p−1∑
i=3
[ui−3vp−i−1]F(u, v) − 2
p−1∑
i=2
[ui−2vp−i−2]F(u, v).
Finally, using (14) and discarding the terms with the value of zero we have
Ap/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
⎡⎣min{i−1,p−i}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−1−kip−i−k
k!(i − 1 − k)!(p − i − k)!
⎤⎦
− 4
p−1∑
i=2
⎡⎣min{i−2,p−i−1}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−2−kip−i−1−k
k!(i − 2 − k)!(p − i − 1 − k)!
⎤⎦
−
p−1∑
i=3
⎡⎣min{i−3,p−i−1}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−3−kip−i−1−k
k!(i − 3 − k)!(p − i − 1 − k)!
⎤⎦
− 2
p−2∑
i=2
⎡⎣min{i−2,p−i−2}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−2−kip−i−2−k
k!(i − 2 − k)!(p − i − 2 − k)!
⎤⎦
. (15)
Similarly, we have
Bp/p! =
p−1∑
i=1
⎡⎣min{i,p−i−1}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−kip−i−1−k
k!(i − k)!(p − i − 1 − k)!
⎤⎦
− 4
p−2∑
i=1
⎡⎣min{i−1,p−i−2}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−1−kip−i−2−k
k!(i − 1 − k)!(p − i − 2 − k)!
⎤⎦
−
p−2∑
i=2
⎡⎣min{i−2,p−i−2}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−2−kip−i−2−k
k!(i − 2 − k)!(p − i − 2 − k)!
⎤⎦
− 2
p−3∑
i=1
⎡⎣min{i−1,p−i−3}∑
k=0
(2p − i)k(p − i)i−1−kip−i−3−k
k!(i − 1 − k)!(p − i − 3 − k)!
⎤⎦
. (16)
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Table 1
The numerical values of Ap (1p30)
p Ap
1 1
2 2
3 15
4 184
5 3025
6 65016
7 16 90759
8 520 76480
9 18474 67521
10 7 42757 60800
11 333 60397 40671
12 16557 64670 11968
13 8 99897 92688 90065
14 531 54835 71151 92704
15 33905 40418 13137 97175
16 23 22693 14681 67927 13216
17 1700 77818 38345 84011 52641
18 1 32565 44053 30551 73350 73280
19 109 58364 83612 18672 57433 06991
20 9575 83929 85744 36498 24125 44000
21 8 81973 32093 58057 70892 92154 61201
22 853 96499 76565 09336 86558 13349 35552
23 86715 71947 61985 46413 47804 74353 53575
24 92 14879 45372 00863 49618 24968 17601 08544
25 10227 23091 60612 89110 67156 22779 66441 70625
26 11 83360 18654 66379 19441 55786 57636 73821 42976
27 1425 09259 93483 48960 04543 61062 81678 00042 91039
28 1 78348 22932 01662 10710 33624 65147 02973 36517 42720
29 231 61990 30183 02434 85692 58406 88566 44290 29799 45041
30 31173 83324 96609 85192 17163 02189 81667 34014 28992 00000
Formulas (15) and (16) allow us to computeAp and Bp; then using (6) we can determine
Cp. Finally, we can determine the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled
rooted oriented trees of order p, which is Ep =Ap +Cp. We use (15) and (16) to determine
Ep for each p up to 45. Results of the computations for Ap,Bp, and Ep for each p up to
30 are reported in Tables 1–3.
5. Asymptotic analysis
Although formulas (15) and (16) permit us to determine the number of efﬁcient dominat-
ing sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p for each p, formulas do not tell
us the asymptotic behavior of the number of efﬁcient dominating sets. In particular, they
cannot tell us whether the pth root of the average number of efﬁcient dominating sets per
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Table 2
The numerical values of Bp (1p30)
p Bp
1 1
2 2
3 21
4 232
5 4105
6 87336
7 23 06269
8 712 64768
9 25416 96273
10 10 25246 15200
11 461 86252 08901
12 22978 39234 22208
13 12 51422 42191 48249
14 740 47562 48589 29792
15 47303 46916 11296 45325
16 32 44806 19350 94643 75296
17 2378 75321 55213 89915 93761
18 1 85600 92590 51475 81262 23872
19 153 56634 62054 13972 86733 60373
20 13430 34598 07609 97858 17477 12000
21 12 37916 23615 90349 22212 13608 49321
22 1199 42059 50809 01260 32423 31057 95072
23 1 21870 60548 40403 76459 61498 26520 41661
24 129 57996 25489 71351 30995 71775 33996 72832
25 14389 09221 75559 48257 17727 94368 34066 80625
26 16 65719 35340 58136 88317 37594 89282 07089 90976
27 2006 88218 27298 23109 75165 78436 64177 74824 23589
28 2 51262 43552 27165 33396 86170 97822 26640 76196 57728
29 326 43905 90231 86902 76870 97191 10420 31310 79338 97593
30 43951 39799 04190 54381 09758 18094 95401 27900 80512 00000
labeled rooted oriented tree has a limit, in other words does limp→∞ p
√
Ep/ppp−2 exist?
And if it exists, what is the limit?
In order to ﬁnd the asymptotic formulas, we need several lemmas. The ﬁrst lemma
allows us to treat each generating function A(x), B(x), C(x) and E(x) as an analytic
function.
Lemma 1. The power series A(x), B(x) and C(x) all have radius of convergence greater
than 1/(2e).
Proof. For each labeled rooted tree T of order p (p1), T has (p − 1) edges. And hence
T has 2p−1 orientations, as a consequence, there are 2p−1(ppp−2) labeled rooted oriented
trees of order p, where ppp−2 is the number of labeled rooted trees of order p. Recall
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Table 3
The numerical values ot Ep (1p30)
p Ep
1 1
2 4
3 27
4 352
5 5825
6 1 26576
7 33 13723
8 1025 78176
9 36536 53473
10 14 73515 92000
11 663 53182 81691
12 33003 32303 55456
13 17 96963 58654 93793
14 1063 06989 80225 06752
15 67900 18964 88223 06875
16 46 56970 92536 07545 89696
17 3413 56938 30917 65759 21217
18 2 66311 88192 89294 09738 35264
19 220 32456 32737 66238 19285 44923
20 19267 04366 72894 29029 01657 60000
21 17 75759 02142 45706 84327 43476 26241
22 1720 41209 17698 20911 97727 43549 29664
23 1 74795 81919 29745 60163 46101 87109 55067
24 185 84184 58175 96037 64102 88083 80273 13152
25 20635 49228 67235 04411 01747 45646 45413 90625
26 23 88696 51407 05492 17156 45527 75427 88544 75776
27 2877 79884 59348 05625 56047 36559 45333 09034 88603
28 3 60285 72290 66541 12755 34425 62717 99104 40206 99136
29 468 06254 69035 67027 68320 17988 67917 85790 61064 82273
30 63017 03575 44228 46319 17768 56061 94786 70985 72800 00000
that Proposition 2 says each labeled rooted oriented tree can have at most one efﬁcient
dominating set, and so each of Ap, Bp, and Cp is bounded above by 2p−1(ppp−2).
Now let ra , rb, rc denote the radius of convergence for series A(x), B(x) and C(x),
respectively. By Stirling’s Formula we obtain
ra = 1limp→∞ p
√
Ap/p!
 1
limp→∞ p
√
(2p−1ppp−2)/p! >
1
2 limp→∞ p
√
pp/p! =
1
2e
.
In the same fashion we get
rb > 1/(2e) and rb > 1/(2e). 
Lemma 2. The power series A(x), B(x) and C(x) have the same radius of convergence.
That is r = ra = rb = rc.
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Proof. Recalling thatA(x)=x exp[B(x)+C(x)], we see that rarb and rarc. Similarly,
sinceB(x)=x exp[A(x)+2C(x)], we have that rbra and rbrc. FromC(x)=A(x)B(x),
we see that rcra and rcrb. Together, these inequalities imply that r = ra = rb = rc. 
Lemma 3. The limits ofA(x), B(x) andC(x) as x → r− exist and are equal toA(r), B(r)
and C(r), respectively. Consequently, A(x), B(x) and C(x) each has a unique singularity
at x = r on the circle of convergence.
Proof. Since A(x) satisﬁes the functional equation (4), it follows that for all x in (0, r),
log(A(x)/x) = B(x) + C(x)C(x).
From this it follows that
C(x)/x
log(A(x)/x)
 1
x
.
Note that C(x) = A(x)B(x); so we have
B(x)
(A(x)/x)
log(A(x)/x)
 1
x
.
Hence A(x) and B(x) are both bounded above on the interval (0, r). Since A(x) and
B(x) are both monotone increasing with respect to x, the left limits at r must exist and
we have a = limx→r− A(x) = A(r), b = limx→r− B(x) = B(r) and c = limx→r− C(x) =
limx→r− A(x)B(x) = A(r)B(r) = ab. 
Lemma 4. For the series A(x) and B(x), the following equality holds:
a2b + 2ab2 + 4ab = 1.
Proof. We ﬁrst deﬁne the complex valued functions F(x, y, z) and G(x, y, z), where x, y
and z are considered as a complex variables
F(x, y, z) = x exp(z + yz) − y
G(x, y, z) = x exp(y + 2yz) − z
}
(17)
and consider the equations
F(x, y, z) = 0
G(x, y, z) = 0
}
. (18)
We can show that
y = A(x)
z = B(x)
}
is the unique analytic solution of (18) in the open disk of |x|<r .
Note that F(x, y, z) and G(x, y, z) have a unique singularity at x = r on the circle of
|x|=r . The previous lemma implies thatF(r, a, b)=0 andG(r, a, b)=0. Furthermore note
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thatF(x, y, z) andG(x, y, z) are both analytic in each variable separately in a neighborhood
of (r, a, b).
Now since
F(r, a, b) = 0
G(r, a, b) = 0
}
, (19)
we know, by the implicit function theorem, that the determinant
∣∣∣ Fy
Gy
Fz
Gz
∣∣∣ at the point
(r, a, b) must be zero; otherwise, there are unique solutions y = y(x) and z = z(x) in (17).
Both functions y(x) and z(x) are analytic in a neighborhood of r , especially at x = r . Such
solutions have to be y = A(x) and z = B(x), but clearly neither A(x) nor B(x) is analytic
at x = r .
Now the determinant at the point (r, a, b) is∣∣∣∣ Fy FzGy Gz
∣∣∣∣ x=ry=a
z=b
=
∣∣∣∣ z(F + y) − 1 (1 + y)(F + y)(1 + 2z)(G + z) 2y(G + z) − 1
∣∣∣∣ x=ry=a
z=b
=
∣∣∣∣ ab − 1 a2 + a2b2 + b 2ab − 1
∣∣∣∣
= − a2b − 2ab2 − 4ab + 1.
Letting −a2b − 2ab2 − 4ab + 1 = 0, we get a2b + 2ab2 + 4ab = 1. 
Lemma 5. Approximate values for r, a and b are
r = 0.211 786 319 502 999 . . .
a = 0.405 691 735 408 684 . . .
b = 0.462 417 002 919 618 . . .
}
.
Proof. Taking the limit as x → r− on both sides of (4), (5) and noting that c = ab give us
a = r exp[b + ab] and b = r exp[a + 2ab].
Solving a2b + 2ab2 + 4ab = 1 for a, we get
a = a(b) = 1√
b2(b + 2)2 + b + b(b + 2)
, (20)
where a(b) is the function of b deﬁned by (20).
Observe that
r = a exp[−(b + ab)] (21)
and
b = a(b) exp[a(b) + a(b)b − b]. (22)
Newton’s method is used to ﬁnd the root of (22) with 80 digits; this root is the value of
b. Substituting b back to (20) we get the value for a; and substituting a and b back to (21)
we get the value for r. 
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The next theorem appears in Harary and Palmer [12].
Theorem 4. For the function f suppose that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) y = f (x) is analytic in |x|<x0 and x0 is the unique singularity on the circle of
convergence,
(2) If f (x) = ∑∞n=0 fnxn is the power expansion of f (x) at the origin, then
y0 =∑∞n=0 fnxn0 ,
(3) There is a function H(x, y) which is analytic in each variable separately in some
neighborhood of (x0, y0),
(4) H(x0, y0) = 0,
(5) H(x, f (x)) = 0 for |x|<x0,
(6) H/y(x0, y0) = 0,
(7) 2H/y2(x0, y0) = 0.
Then f (x) can be expanded about x0
f (x) = f (x0) +
∞∑
k=1
lk(x0 − x)k/2.
If l1 = 0, then
fn ∼ −l1(x0)
1/2
2
√

[
(x0)
−n
n3/2
]
.
Lemma 6. Each of the functions A(x), B(x) and C(x) satisﬁes the conditions in the
Theorem 4.
Proof. To show that A(x) satisﬁes the conditions of Theorem 4, let y = A(x) and x0 = r ,
then the conditions of (1) and (2) are satisﬁed, and y0 = a.
Recall Eqs. (17), (19) and observer that Gz(r, a, b) = 2ab − 1 = 0. By the implicit
function theorem, there is a unique solution z=z(x, y) in some neighborhood of (r, a)with
z(r, a) = b and zy(r, a) = −Gy(r, a, b)/Gz(r, a, b).
TakeH(x, y)=F(x, y, z(x, y))=x exp[z(x, y)+yz(x, y)]−y, then the functionH(x, y)
is analytic in each variable separately in some neighborhood of (r, a);
H(r, a) = F(r, a, b) = 0; H(x,A(x)) = 0 for |x|<r; thus the conditions of (3)–(5) are
satisﬁed.
To show condition (6) is satisﬁed, note that
H(x, y)
y
=
[
F(x, y, z)
y
+ F(x, y, z)
z
z(x, y)
y
]
= {z(x, y)[F(x, y, z(x, y)) + y] − 1}
+ (1 + y)[F(x, y, z(x, y)) + y](−Gy/Gz).
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Since z(r, a) = b, Gy(r, a, z(r, a)) = Gy(r, a, b) = 2b2 + b, Gz(r, a, b) = 2ab − 1, and
F(r, a, z(r, a)) = 0, we have
H
y
(r, a) = [ba − 1] + (1 + a)a
[−(2b2 + b)
2ab − 1
]
= −a
2b − 2ab2 − 4ab + 1
2ab − 1
= 0 by Lemma 4.
So condition (6) is satisﬁed.
To show condition (7) is satisﬁed, note that
2H(x, y)
y2
= 
2F(x, y, z)
y2
+ 
2F(x, y, z)
yz
z(x, y)
y
+
[
2F(x, y, z)
zy
+ 
2F(x, y, z)
z2
z(x, y)
y
]
z(x, y)
y
+ F(x, y, z)
z
2z(x, y)
y2
.
Then we can show that 2H/y2(r, a) = 0. Therefore, A(x) satisﬁes all conditions in
Theorem 4.
By similar reasoning, B(x) and C(x) also satisfy all conditions in Theorem 4. 
In view of Theorem 4 we see that in order to obtain the asymptotic formula for fn, we
need the value of l1. Later we shall see that in order to get the value of l1 the derivative f ′(x)
is needed. For our problem we needA′(x) andB ′(x). The next lemma provides expressions
for A′(x) and B ′(x).
Lemma 7. The derivatives A′(x) and B ′(x) give us the following expressions:
A′(x) = NA(x)
D(x)
, (23)
B ′(x) = NB(x)
D(x)
, (24)
where
NA(x) = −A(x)[1 + B(x) − A(x)B(x)],
NB(x) = −B(x)[1 + A(x) + A(x)B(x)] (25)
and
D(x) = x[A2(x)B(x) + 2A(x)B2(x) + 4A(x)B(x) − 1]. (26)
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Proof. Recall A(x)= x exp[B(x)+C(x)] and B(x)= x exp[A(x)+ 2C(x)], differentiate
to get A′(x) = A(x)/x + A(x)[B ′(x) + C′(x)].
Since C(x) = A(x)B(x), C′(x) = A(x)B ′(x) + A′(x)B(x). By substituting and simpli-
fying, we have
[A(x)B(x) − 1]A′(x) + [A2(x) + A(x)]B ′(x) + A(x)
x
= 0. (27)
In the same fashion taking derivatives of B(x) then simplifying, we get
[2B2(x) + B(x)]A′(x) + [2A(x)B(x) − 1]B ′(x) + B(x)
x
= 0 (28)
Solving Eqs. (27) and (28) for A′(x) and B ′(x) gives (23) and (24). 
Before we state the next theorem note that we can ﬁnd A′′(x), B ′′(x) and D′(x) by using
(23) and (24). Also from (26) and Lemma 4 we see that
lim
x→r−
D(x) = 0. (29)
Theorem 5. The numbers Ap,Bp,Cp and Ep, satisfy
Ap/p! = 0.114 598 043 314 091 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
,
Bp/p! = 0.163 253 135 017 791 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
,
Cp/p! = 0.119 222 531 386 030 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
,
Ep/p! = 0.233 820 574 700 121 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
.
Proof. We have seen by Lemma 6 that A(x), B(x) and C(x) all satisfy the conditions in
Theorem 4.
To apply Theorem 4 to the function A(x) note that (x0, y0) = (r, a), A(r) = a, and
f (x) = A(x). Thus A(x) can be expanded as
A(x) = a − l1(r − x)1/2 + l2(r − x) + l3(r − x)3/2 + · · · (30)
and if l1 = 0, then
Ap/p! ∼ l1(r)
1/2
2
√

[
(r)−p
p3/2
]
.
So we need the numerical value for l1.
Before we go on to ﬁnd this numerical value for l1, we introduce notation designed to
suppress terms in the series that do not affect the limit. Let () be a function of  with the
property that the lim→0+()/= c exists; consequently, lim→0+() = 0.
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After differentiating (30), we have
A′(x) = 12 l1(r − x)−1/2 − l2 + ((r − x)1/2). (31)
On the other hand, rearranging (30), we have
a − A(x) = l1(r − x)1/2 + ((r − x)). (32)
Hence from (31) and (32) we have
A′(x)(a − A(x)) = 12 l21 + ((r − x)1/2).
Therefore we get
lim
x→r−
A′(x)(a − A(x)) = 12 l21 .
Note that limx→r−(a − A(x)) = 0. At the same time observe from (23) and (29) that
limx→r−A′(x) = +∞. So by L’Hospital’s Rule, we have
lim
x→r−
A′(x)(a − A(x)) = lim
x→r−
(a − A(x))
1/A′(x)
= lim
x→r−
[A′(x)]3
A′′(x)
.
Using (23) we have
lim
x→r−
[A′(x)]3
A′′(x)
= lim
x→r−
[NA(x)/D(x)]3
[D(x)N ′A(x) − D′(x)NA(x)]/D2(x)
= lim
x→r−
[NA(x)]3
[D2(x)N ′A(x) − D(x)D′(x)NA(x)]
.
Observe from (23)–(25) and (29) that
lim
x→r−
D2(x)N ′A(x) = 0.
So we have
lim
x→r−
[A′(x)]3
A′′(x)
= lim
x→r−
[NA(x)]2
[−D(x)D′(x)] . (33)
Using (23)–(26) and computing (33) gives us
1
2 l
2
1 = [a(1 + b − ab)2]/[br(8 + 7a + a2 + 10b + 6ab − a2b + 2b2 + 2ab2)].
Thus l1 is determined. Finally, we have
l1(r)
1/2
2
√

= 0.114 598 043 314 091 . . . ,
which gives
Ap/p! = 0.114 598 043 314 091 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
.
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Table 4
The numerical values of Ep and approximations (1p30)
p Ep E˜p
1 1 1
2 4 4
3 27 28
4 352 349
5 5825 5890
6 1 26576 1 26941
7 33 13723 33 29514
8 1025 78176 1029 40208
9 36536 53473 36660 70940
10 14 73515 92000 14 77973 76635
11 663 53182 81691 665 38419 35629
12 33003 32303 55456 33088 18775 60932
13 17 96963 58654 93793 18 01255 29827 06998
14 1063 06989 80225 06752 1065 43848 20339 51208
15 67900 18964 88223 06875 68041 97322 08841 02670
16 46 56970 92536 07545 89696 46 66119 89644 78480 41452
17 3413 56938 30917 65759 21217 3419 90076 25730 46271 86618
18 2 66311 88192 89294 09738 35264 2 66779 66966 46703 86671 63197
19 220 32456 32737 66238 19285 44923 220 69209 86342 56224 57994 93452
20 19267 04366 72894 29029 01657 60000 19297 64376 43587 22098 68331 83774
21 17 75759 02142 45706 84327 43476 26241 17 78450 27965 61192 16059 92463 22211
22 1720 41209 17698 20911 97727 43549 29664 1722 90537 80816 07246 72764 06701 87434
23 1 74795 81919 29745 60163 46101 87109 55067 1 75038 51766 28589 46302 84305 19469 40409
24 185 84184 58175 96037 64102 88083 80273 13152 186 08949 48029 29449 88459 80724 07480 20770
25 20635 49228 67235 04411 01747 45646 45413 90625 20661 92648 49589 35853 62234 14577 32787 97214
By similar arguments we have
Bp/p! = 0.163 253 135 017 791 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
and
Cp/p! = 0.119 222 531 386 030 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
.
Consequently, we have
Ep/p! = Ap/p! + Cp/p! = 0.233 820 574 700 121 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)
. 
So the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted oriented trees, which
is Ep, satisﬁes the following equation:
Ep = p!
[
0.233 820 574 700 121 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)]
, (34)
and the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled unrooted oriented trees, which
is Ep/p, satisﬁes the equation
Ep/p = (p − 1)!
[
0.233 820 574 700 121 r
−p
p3/2
+ O
(
r−p
p5/2
)]
. (35)
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Table 4 compares Ep with the values given by (34) without the error terms denoted
by E˜p.
We have seen that the number of efﬁcient dominating sets among all labeled rooted
oriented trees of order p is Ep = Ap + Cp. One interesting question to ask is what is the
percentage of contribution of Ap (or Cp) to Ep? As a consequence of the above theorem
we have the next corollary which states that the of contribution of Ap is close to but not
quite one half for large p. Thus the root is in the dominating set approximately 49% of the
time when an efﬁcient dominating set exists.
Corollary 1. For Ap,Cp and Ep we have
lim
p→∞
Ap
Ep
= 0.490 111 032 620 054 . . .
and
lim
p→∞
Cp
Ep
= 0.509 888 967 379 946 . . . .
We also can deﬁne the number of efﬁcient dominating sets for a particular labeled oriented
tree (rootedor unrooted). FromTheorem5wehave the following corollarywhichdetermines
the average number of efﬁcient dominating sets per labeled oriented tree (rooted or unrooted)
among all labeled oriented trees (rooted or unrooted) of order p.
Corollary 2. Let Ep be the average number of efﬁcient dominating sets per labeled rooted
oriented tree among all labeled rooted oriented trees of order p, and let ep be the average
number of efﬁcient dominating sets per labeled unrooted oriented tree among all labeled
unrooted trees of order p. Then
Ep = ep =
p!
[
0.233 820 574 700 121(r−p/p3/2) + O
(
r−p
p5/2
)]
ppp−2
. (36)
In particular, we have
lim
p→∞
p
√
Ep = lim
p→∞
p
√
ep = 1
er
= 1.737 031 183 292 427 . . . .
Proof. Since there are ppp−2 labeled rooted trees of order p and there are pp−2 labeled
unrooted trees of order p, using (34) and (35) we quickly get (36). From (36) and using
Stirling’s Formula again we have
lim
p→∞
p
√
Ep= lim
p→∞
p
√
ep= lim
p→∞
p
√
p!
pprp
= 1
er
=1.737 031 183 292 427 . . . . 
We concludewith Table 5which gives values forAp/Ep,Cp/Ep and p
√
Ep (1p45).
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Table 5
Ap/Ep , Cp/Ep and p
√
Ep
p Ap/Ep Cp/Ep p
√
Ep
1 1. 0 1.
2 0.5 0.5 1.414 213 562
3 0.555 555 555 6 0.444 444 444 4 1.442 249 57
4 0.522 727 272 7 0.477 272 727 3 1.531 407 157
5 0.519 313 304 7 0.480 686 695 3 1.562 727 24
6 0.513 651 877 1 0.486 348 122 9 1.591 961 348
7 0.510 229 430 8 0.489 770 569 2 1.611 031 361
8 0.507 676 018 7 0.492 323 981 3 1.626 215 638
9 0.505 649 354 7 0.494 350 645 3 1.637 984 16
10 0.504 071 654 7 0.495 928 345 3 1.647 538 163
11 0.502 770 115 8 0.497 229 884 2 1.655 400 849
12 0.501 696 349 9 0.498 303 650 1 1.661 997 363
13 0.500 788 070 3 0.499 211 929 7 1.667 607 244
14 0.500 012 612 6 0.499 987 387 4 1.672 437 17
15 0.499 341 818 6 0.500 658 181 4 1.676 638 974
16 0.498 756 205 3 0.501 243 794 7 1.680 327 7
17 0.498 240 402 6 0.501 759 597 4 1.683 591 882
18 0.497 782 673 4 0.502 217 326 6 1.686 500 806
19 0.497 373 723 3 0.502 626 276 7 1.689 109 462
20 0.497 006 155 4 0.502 993 844 6 1.691 462 05
21 0.496 673 991 4 0.503 326 008 6 1.693 594 501
22 0.496 372 352 7 0.503 627 647 3 1.695 536 329
23 0.496 097 217 2 0.503 902 782 8 1.697 311 995
24 0.495 845 239 4 0.504 154 760 6 1.698 941 948
25 0.495 613 614 3 0.504 386 385 7 1.700 443 416
26 0.495 399 972 2 0.504 600 027 8 1.701 831 013
27 0.495 202 297 2 0.504 797 702 8 1.703 117 218
28 0.495 018 864 1 0.504 981 135 9 1.704 312 75
29 0.494 848 187 6 0.505 151 812 4 1.705 426 872
30 0.494 688 981 7 0.505 311 018 3 1.706 467 623
31 0.494 540 127 9 0.505 459 872 1 1.707 442 02
32 0.494 400 648 4 0.505 599 351 6 1.708 356 212
33 0.494 269 684 6 0.505 730 315 4 1.709 215 611
34 0.494 146 480 1 0.505 853 519 9 1.710 025
35 0.494 030 364 9 0.505 969 635 1 1.710 788 62
36 0.493 920 744 5 0.506 079 255 5 1.711 510 246
37 0.493 817 088 8 0.506 182 911 2 1.712 193 25
38 0.493 718 923 9 0.506 281 076 1 1.712 840 651
39 0.493 625 824 7 0.506 374 175 3 1.713 455 162
40 0.493 537 409 1 0.506 462 590 9 1.714 039 227
41 0.493 453 332 3 0.506 546 667 7 1.714 595 054
42 0.493 373 282 6 0.506 626 717 4 1.715 124 643
43 0.493 296 977 5 0.506 703 022 5 1.715 629 808
44 0.493 224 160 2 0.506 775 839 8 1.716 112 201
45 0.493 154 597 0.506 845 403 1.716 573 328
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